
Advanced Academics High School Math FAQ 

Should I take both PAP Geometry and PAP Algebra 2 concurrently? 

Doubling up in two math courses in ninth grade is not a one-size-fits-all option.  Students who show an 

aptitude and/or interest in mathematics and science may want to consider doing so, however, if a 

student takes only PAP Geometry in ninth grade and takes one math course each year of high school, 

they will still have the option to take AP Calculus (either level) and/or AP Statistics during their senior 

year.  The benefits of doubling up are the following: 

 Improved performance on the PSAT/NMSQT, improving the student’s chances for the National 

Merit Scholarship program 

 Improved performance on the SAT and/or ACT 

 The opportunity to take additional math and science courses prior to high school graduation 

 Taking PAP Precalculus, the most time-intensive math course offered in Pearland ISD, as a 

sophomore rather than in the more academically-demanding junior year 

Can I double up in math after my Freshman year? 

If you take PAP Algebra 1 in ninth grade, you may take PAP Geometry and PAP Algebra 2 concurrently in 

tenth grade.  After completion of PAP Algebra 2, you may take AP Statistics concurrently with any other 

math course, as AP Statistics is considered an advanced math elective course.  PAP Logic & 

Combinatorics (LOCO) may be taken concurrently with AP Calculus AB or AP Calculus BC.  No other math 

courses may be taken concurrently. 

Should I accelerate through high school math courses by taking CBEs (Credit by Exam), by attending 

summer school, or by completing a correspondence course? 

We do not recommend students skip or complete an accelerated version of any high school math 

courses offered in Pearland ISD, except in very specific circumstances.  Studies show that completing a 

math course over a full school year leads to higher levels of retention as well as an increased capacity to 

apply math skills into more advanced math, science, engineering, and technology courses.  If a student 

insists on testing out of or accelerating through a high school math course, then Geometry is the 

recommended option. 

What is the difference between AP Calculus AB and AP Calculus BC? 

AP Calculus AB is equivalent to and can earn credit for Single Variable Calculus 1 at a college or 

university.   AP Calculus BC is equivalent to and can earn credit for both Single Variable Calculus 1 and 

Single Variable Calculus 2 at a college or university.  AP Calculus BC moves at a much quicker pace than 

AP Calculus AB, as both courses last one school year in high school. 

Do I need to take AP Calculus AB in order to take AP Calculus BC? 

It is not required to take AP Calculus AB before AP Calculus BC, however, if the student has accelerated 

in math courses but wants to have a solid foundation in calculus, it is recommended.  However for 

students highly gifted or highly motivated in mathematics, they may find the slower pace of AP Calculus 

AB as well as the repetition of AP Calculus BC’s first semester to be frustrating.  For these students, we 

do recommend taking AP Calculus BC after PAP Precalculus. 



I am on track to complete AP Calculus BC as a Junior.  Should I take AP Statistics as my Senior-level math 

course? 

Although we do recommend AP Statistics as an elective course to all advanced learners as statistics is 

part of most college-degree plans, it is not recommended as the sole senior-level math course if your 

collegiate and professional ambitions fall within a STEM field.  Most STEM degree plans in college 

require at least four semesters of calculus, of which AP Calculus BC covers two.  Statistics belongs to its 

own branch of mathematics that does not follow the calculus trajectory, and by taking AP Statistics as 

the sole senior level math course, students will have one school year and two summers between 

semesters two and three of the calculus course articulation, which may require remediation due to loss 

in retention.  Instead, Juniors in AP Calculus BC should choose to take PAP Linear Algebra & 

Multivariable Calculus (LAMVAC) their senior year. 

What are LOCO and LAMVAC? 

PAP Logic and Combinatorics (LOCO) is a course the will be available for selection for the 2021-2022 

school year.  There is no AP Exam associated with this course, and we use the PAP label so that it 

qualifies as a 6.0 grade point class.  Students wishing to take LOCO must have completed or be co-

enrolled in AP Calculus.  The purpose of the course is to introduce students to logical argumentation 

through syllogism, symbolic proof, and deductive and inductive reasoning.  These skills applied to 

language at first will then be applied to the study and proof of advanced counting methods, probability, 

and number theory. 

PAP Linear Algebra and Multivariable Calculus (LAMVAC) is a course the will be available for selection for 

the 2020-2021 school year.  There is no AP Exam associated with this course, and we use the PAP label 

so that it qualifies as a 6.0 grade point class.  This course is designed for students who will have 

completed AP Calculus BC prior to their Senior year of high school.  The purpose of the course is to 

introduce college-level Linear Algebra and Multivariable Calculus, focusing on the conceptual nature of 

both courses as well as the mechanics.  The hope is that by taking this course, the students will not have 

a year away from Calculus prior to college matriculation and, having learned the course conceptually 

and mechanically, will be able to learn and appreciate the theoretical aspects of both courses from their 

college professors.  In addition, for those students using their AP Calculus BC exam score to earn credit 

for the first two semesters of college calculus, this course may provide a solid foundation in order to 

provide a boost to the students’ GPA in college. 


